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IT’S DANGEROUS TO GO ALONE!

EXPLORING FEMINIST QUESTIONS OF ACCESS AND THE NEED FOR COMMUNITY IN THE DIGITAL AGE

Kate Moore – University of North Carolina at...
NINTENDO’S THE LEGEND OF ZELDA FIRST RELEASED IN 1986
WHAT DOES ZELDA HAVE TO DO WITH DIGITAL HISTORY?

IT'S DANGEROUS TO GO ALONE! TAKE THIS.
Digital Divides?

- Digital Historian Have or Have Not Departments
- Institutional Support
- In or Our of the Academy
Bridging these Divides

- Open Access
- Connecting with Online Communities of Knowledge
- Creating New Communities of Support
Benefits of a Feminist DH Community

• Historical Importance of Female Communities of Support (Berks, SAWH etc.)
• Addressing the gendered digital divide in the tech world
Weekly Discussion: The Lore Unfriendliest (self.skryrimmods)
We don’t need to go alone! Communities of support can open access to skills and discussions and create a more robust cohort of feminist digital historians.